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Abstract—We investigate dynamic methods to improve the
power and performance profiles of large irregular applications
on modern multi-core systems. In this context, we study a
large sparse graph application, Betweenness Centrality, and
focus on memory behavior as core count scales. We introduce
new techniques to efficiently map the computational demands
onto non-uniform memory architectures (NUMA). Our dynamic
design adapts to hardware topology and dramatically improves
both energy and performance. These gains are more significant
at higher core counts.

We implement a scheme for adaptive data layout, which
reorganizes the graph after observing parallel access patterns,
and a dynamic task scheduler that encourages shared data
between neighboring cores. We measure performance and energy
consumption on a modern multi-core machine and observe that
mean execution time is reduced by 51.2% and energy is reduced
by 52.4%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large data applications are growing in size and scope [1],

and system design innovations are trying to keep pace with

application demands. In the context of unstructured algo-

rithms, shared memory designs are a necessity as irregular

domains induce complex dependencies that preclude effective

domain decomposition [2]. Multi-core architectures and fine

grain parallel paradigms will dictate future system and soft-

ware designs [3], and we argue that aligning software with

appropriate hardware features will enable high efficiencies.

Efficiency goals include both energy minimization and

performance scalability under fixed problem size, and we

analyze both of these aspects in the context of a heavily studied

graph mining algorithm, Betweenness Centrality (BC) [4], [5],

which serves to represent a broad class of sparse parallel

computation. Power and energy concerns are a major driver

of next generation designs [6], and scalability profiles must

improve to justify many-core hardware investments. We know

that irregular codes contain significant headroom for optimiza-

tion, as they spend substantial amounts of time waiting for the

memory hierarchy to produce data. Static power is wasted in

both the CPU and memory domains to maintain state during

idleness, and dynamic power is consumed to exercise auxiliary
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hardware structures. Removing this idleness will also reap

performance benefits at high core counts.

Our specific concern is the growing disparity between com-

putation and inter-core communication within multi-core ar-

chitectures. Core count can grow exponentially while Moore’s

Law [7] holds true, and the memory hierarchy will similarly

expand in size and complexity. Memory issues already dom-

inate high-performance software design [8], but the many-

core trend complicates this aspect. The distances between

computational cores and memory units (on-chip caches and

off-chip DRAM) will show great diversity within a system,

otherwise known as Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA).

NUMA topologies are unavoidable, and can drastically limit

performance if exercised with abandon. We argue that design-

ing parallel software with NUMA costs in mind is necessary,

and should be a best-practice in high-performance software

design. For irregular codes, e.g. graph mining, this challenge

demands a dynamic approach, and we put forth a proposal

for online optimizations that assert respect for NUMA costs.

Tasks have affinity to threads that produced them, and load-

balancing occurs in an efficient manner with respect to the

current NUMA topology. As a result, neighboring threads

work on tasks that are “neighbors” in terms of the current

graph’s connectivity.

II. BACKGROUND

We first introduce background content to frame our study.

A. Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)

Multi-core architectures require complex memory hierar-

chies to provide both low access latency, as well as a coherent

view for all processing cores. On chip, there are significant

distances between cores and each core has cache regions that

are closer than others. These disparate distances introduce

non-uniformity in cache latency, where local caches have the

best performance [9]. Additionally, cores may be arranged in

distinct CPU sockets, which creates even larger distances.

Figure 1 depicts the cache topology for a modern multi-core

architecture, Intel’s Westmere-EX [10]. This processor has 8

cores and supports 8 concurrent execution threads. Each core

has private L1 and L2 caches, and the L3 cache is shared via a

bi-directional interconnect. This L3 design provides necessary
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Fig. 1. NUMA Topology for Westmere-EX. Each processor has 8 cores with
private L1 and L2 caches. The shared L3 cache is accessed via a bi-directional
interconnect that exhibits NUMA. Each processor is directly connected to up
to 3 other processor via QPI links, creating another NUMA layer.

scalability, but exhibits NUMA effects. L3 latency depends on

the location of cache lines relative to each core. Additionally,

multiple processors can form a shared multi-processing (SMP)

system in which inter-processor communication occurs over

direct Quick Path Interconnect (QPI) links. Data on remote

memory banks adds another layer to the NUMA topology.
NUMA issues are generally the concern of the Operating

System [9], [11], [12]. In this work, we acknowledge the

complexity of NUMA issues within irregular algorithms and

propose a more capable and dynamic runtime solution.

B. Betweenness Centrality

The Betweenness Centrality (BC) metric captures the impor-

tance of nodes in a graph, and concerns the ratio of all shortest

paths to those that pass through a given node. We consider

a state-of-the-art implementation [13] in our study, and aim

to improve its performance by understanding and optimizing

memory access behavior for NUMA architectures, e.g., multi-

and many-cores.

The major computational component of BC is an all-pairs

shortest path discovery. For each vertex, we must know all

shortest paths to every other vertex in the graph. This is

done by repeating an augmented breadth first search (BFS),

shown in Algorithm 1, for each vertex in the graph. The BFS

includes updates to vertex meta-data so that all shortest paths

are collected. This depicts the code structure at a logical level,

and we direct the reader to [13] for a complete technical

description. For large graphs, one can select a sample of source

vertices to estimate BC [14]–[16].
The BC algorithm is best suited for shared-memory archi-

tectures, as irregular graphs prohibit effective coarse-grain data

partitioning. As a result, the BC implementation we consider

uses OpenMP [17] to parallelize the loop found in line 7 of

Algorithm 1. Because the cost of each loop iteration varies

with respect to vertex edge counts, it is necessary to employ

a dynamic schedule of tasks (vertices) to threads. Static

task assignment leads to considerable workload imbalance.

Efficient atomic intrinsics are used when updating vertex data,

and locks on F are avoided with temporary thread-local arrays.

Algorithm 1 BFS procedure from source s

1: procedure BC BFS(G, s)
2: d← 0 ⊲ Current BFS depth

3: B ← {s} ⊲ Initial boundary set

4: while |B| > 0 do

5: F ← {} ⊲ Frontier set

6: d← d+ 1 ⊲ Increment depth

7: for all v ∈ B in parallel do

8: for all w ∈ G.adjacent(v) do
9: if w.depth = nil then ⊲ If unvisited

10: w.depth ← d ⊲ Mark depth

11: F .insert(w) ⊲ Add to frontier

12: end if

13: if w.depth = d then ⊲ If on the frontier

14: v.add child(w) ⊲ Update paths from v
15: w.add parent(v) ⊲ Update paths to w
16: end if

17: end for

18: end for

19: B ← F ⊲ Frontier becomes next boundary

20: end while

21: end procedure

Poor Task Assignment

Good Task Assignment

Fig. 2. Effects of task assignment with two threads (blue & white) and four
boundary vertices. Unclustered boundary assignment (top) leads to increased
per-thread working sets and inter-thread overlap on the frontier. An improved
boundary assignment (bottom) creates more efficient frontier access behavior.

Each BFS is an iterative procedure, where the boundaryB is

processed and a new frontier F is discovered. As stated above,

each iteration is parallelized by assigning boundary nodes to

threads, and each thread processes their set to find new frontier

nodes. A frontier node w may be “discovered” multiple times

if multiple boundary nodes are adjacent. The check in line 9

(implemented with atomics) ensures that each node is added

to the frontier only once, even though each path through w is

recorded. Boundary nodes are dynamically assigned to threads

to maintain workload balance, and our study considers the
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effect that dynamic assignment has with respect to memory

access behavior.

In Figure 2, we see an example graph section that is

processed by two threads (blue & white). Each sub-figure

shows a snapshot of a BFS search, where the top level

depicts the boundary, and the neighboring frontier nodes

are underneath. In the first example, the boundary vertices

assigned to the blue thread are dispersed in terms of the graph

topology, and this thread accesses 4 unique frontier vertices.

Furthermore, the amount of overlap at the frontier with the

white thread is quite high (blue and white striped vertices). The

cost of shared vertices is more than just increased per-thread

footprint. Frontier nodes are updated upon access (line 15 of

Algorithm 1), which invalidates data in the cache hierarchy

and causes cache thrashing between the threads. The second

example’s task assignment is much improved, where each

thread accesses fewer frontier vertices and the inter-thread

overlap is reduced.

We hypothesize that the effects just discussed will become

increasingly significant as thread counts scale. On a many-core

machine, working-set overlap could be large, inducing high

cache coherence traffic. Some coherence is unavoidable, and

we will aim to exploit a given NUMA topology to minimize

the associated costs. A technique to cluster per-thread accesses

will induce good locality within a thread, but also create

significant relationships between the inter-thread working sets.

Appropriate working-set affinity between neighboring threads

will positively affect the distance non-local memory requests

travel, and we expect meaningful optimizations to reap both

energy and performance gains.

III. NUMA-AWARE RUNTIME OPTIMIZATIONS

We design a novel workload scheduling approach that is

general in its design, yet aims to mitigate memory issues

as irregular applications scale. For BC, we expect irregular

accesses to spread throughout the NUMA hierarchy, impeding

performance and wasting energy. This behavior guides our ap-

proach to follow. We first discuss data layout before presenting

our scheduling methodology.

A. Adaptive Data Layout (ADL)

Graph reordering is a common technique that increases both

spatial and temporal locality of sparse data structures [18].

Heuristics, such as Reverse Cuthill-McKee (RCM) [19], search

for useful graph permutations and are relatively cheap when

amortized over the graph’s lifetime. In the case of Betweenness

Centrality, we can leverage the initial BFS to dynamically

improve data locality. After completing one BFS, the graph is

permuted based on the order in which graph nodes were dis-

covered. This order is then reversed, for similar locality-based

reasons that the Cuthill-McKee order is reversed. We term this

strategy as Adaptive Data Layout (ADL). Logically, vertices

are sorted by the tuple 〈 depth, time discovered 〉, where
depth is the first key to order by, and time is secondary. After
reordering the graph, spatial and temporal locality significantly

increases, which yields significant cache advantages [20].

Fig. 3. Adjacency matrices for graph HB/bcsstk33 [21]. Graph reordering is
an isomorphic transformation that modifies the sparse matrix representation
while maintaining graph connectivity. ADL can create cache friendly data
layouts when the BFS is run in serial. When parallel ADL order is applied,
data layout degrades unless thread owner is incorporated (i.e. thread-aware).

When the BFS is parallelized, as is the case with our

high-performance code, the precise order of discovery is

suboptimal. Since node discovery is in parallel, the order

of vertices by time at a given depth is less structured and

does not necessarily place neighboring vertices together. We

realize that order is improved if we sort by the following tuple,

〈 depth, thread owner, time discovered 〉. This order pro-
duces better locality as the frontier sets associated with each

vertex have a tighter layout.

Figure 3 presents adjacency matrices that depict the result

of this Adaptive Data Layout (ADL). We run BC with a small

graph from a standard benchmark collection [21] and observe

the graph structure after applying a serial ADL order (top-

left). To the right, we see that the graph layout is significantly

worse in a naı̈ve parallel BFS order. For most vertices, their

respective edges are randomly distributed over large distances.

When we include the thread owner in the permutation’s

sort, a significantly improved structure is observed (bottom).

Connected vertices are more tightly clustered. This layout

was inspired by BC’s native access pattern, and we expect

improved cache performance as a result. We examine the cost

of ADL in Section V-C.
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Algorithm 2 NUMA-Aware Work Queue: NUMA topology directs initial workload assignment and stealing pattern

1: procedure PROCESSQUEUE(Q, Qnext)

2: tid ← GetThreadID() ⊲ ID for the current thread

3: for distance = 0 to Q.size()-1 do ⊲ For each work queue

4: qid ←NUMA Neighbor(tid, distance) ⊲ Get pointer to the next queue in topological order

5: while task ← Q[qid].next() do ⊲ For each remaining task

6: tasksnew ← Process(task) ⊲ Process task and collect any new generated tasks

7: Qnext[id].insert(tasksnew) ⊲ Add new tasks to thread-local queue

8: end while

9: end for

10: return Qnext ⊲ Return generated task collection for the next iteration

11: end procedure

B. NUMA-Aware Workload Queues (NWQ)

Graph reordering greatly improves cache locality, but this

may be lost as irregular codes scale. As discussed in Sec-

tion II-B, growing parallelism will introduce significant over-

lap in per-thread working sets. When these data structures are

updated, cache coherence traffic is a performance obstacle.

We propose a scheduler that maintains work queues per

thread, and then uses these queues to distribute work in

a NUMA-aware manner. In terms of BC, when a thread

discovers a frontier node, the node is placed on its respective

work queue. During the next BFS depth, tasks (i.e. vertices)

are then scheduled dynamically to both create data locality and

load balance. Each thread begins by processing its own queue,

which maintains temporal locality across BFS phases. A

completed thread then jumps to other queues and dynamically

extracts work until all tasks are complete. To respect NUMA

costs, we enforce that each thread walks through the remaining

queues in order of increasing NUMA distance.

At a high level, our design mimics work stealing approaches

in other domains. Work stealing traditionally allows idle

threads to steal work at random [22], [23], or from whichever

queue has the most remaining work [24]. We instead use

NUMA topology to guide workload migration. Our tech-

nique (defined below) encourages overlapping working-sets

among neighboring threads and reduces redundant data copies

throughout disparate NUMA domains. It also reduces the

average memory latency as cache misses due to invalidations

or otherwise are likely satisfied by nearby NUMA regions.

A NUMA-respecting order is easily defined if we assume

a topology that maps to a complete binary tree, e.g., at the

lowest level threads {0,1},{2,3},{4,5},{6,7} are neighbors,

and at the next level threads {0,1,2,3},{4,5,6,7} are topological
neighborhoods. This example could represent a system of two

4-core processors. In such cases, the traversal for a thread

tid ∈ (0, p− 1) given p processors is computed via a binary

exclusive-or operation below, where distance ∈ (0, p− 1).

NUMA Neighbor(tid, distance) = tid ⊕ distance

Algorithm 2 depicts the generic use of our NUMA-aware

work queue. A queue is local to each thread, and each thread

walks through the queues in topological order. As a result,

Fig. 4. Adjacency matrices for the fourth BFS front of HB/bcsstk33 [21]
under OpenMP dynamic scheduling and NUMA-aware work queues. These
represent a small portion of the graph seen in Figure 3. In both scenarios,
boundary nodes are dynamically assigned to four threads (in chunks of 16),
and the traversed frontier edges are identified by color. With the NUMA
optimization, induced frontier node accesses have better clustering per thread
and greater sharing of frontier nodes occurs between neighboring threads.

each thread will work on their own local data first, and any

thread that finishes early will process work from other threads

in a cache-friendly manner. This procedure is implanted into

the BC algorithm by representing the frontier/boundary as a
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set of NUMA-aware work queues. Tasks have a one-to-one

correspondence with boundary nodes, and processing a task

(line 6) maps to visiting frontier nodes connected to a given

boundary node (lines 8 through 17 of Algorithm 1). Threads

extract vertices from the queues at a selected granularity to

maintain performance, which is also done in the baseline code.

In practice, we found that a task size of 16 vertices works well

for our application and inputs.

Figure 4 depicts the effects of our scheduler on the same

example matrix discussed before. We run the code with four

threads and observe one BFS after applying the ADL layout.

In the top example, we use the OpenMP dynamic scheduler

(chunk size = 16), and on the bottom we use our NUMA-aware

work queues. Threads 1 and 2 are neighbors, and threads 3

and 4 are neighbors with respect to NUMA distance. We view

a portion of the graph (depth = 4), and the adjacency matrices

show edges that connect the boundary/frontier at the time of

discovery (which represent updates to the connected vertices).

With the standard dynamic scheduler, there is no structure

in the vertex to thread mapping, and we see that each thread

updates a large number of frontier vertices. Additionally, most

frontier nodes are updated by multiple threads. Our scheduler

greatly improves this behavior, as the affinity encourages better

clustering per thread. The scheduler influences how frontier

nodes are accessed, and we see less sharing. Sharing that

occurs is most often between NUMA neighbors.

In addition to cache benefits, this scheduling design has

a better communication pattern than the centralized OpenMP

dynamic scheduler. When parallelizing a for-loop, tasks are

given to each thread at the granularity of a chunk size (e.g. 16

vertices), and when a thread completes its task, it returns to

the scheduler for the next chunk. A critical bottleneck occurs

as the act of obtaining the next chunk must be protected to

avoid race conditions. If the number of threads is high, there

is a good probability that threads wait for their turn at the

scheduler. One can increase the chunk size, but the trade-off is

a greater likelihood of workload imbalance. In our design, each

work queue is independent and per queue locking is almost

certain to generate fewer stalls.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We introduce the experimental setup employed to analyze

our design above.

A. Graph Inputs

The input to BC is a large sparse graph that is either

directed or undirected. We use two data sets maintained by the

community that represent a diverse set of problem domains.

From the data sets below, we use all graphs with more than 10

million vertices. All graphs are maintained by the University

of Florida Spare Matrix collection [21], which we sourced

from. Graph characteristics are listed in Table I.

DIMACS: The 10th DIMACS challenge was designed to

further the development of large graph algorithms [25]. These

graphs represent road networks, numerical simulation, and

PDE domains, among others.

DIMACS

Name |V | |E| Time / Source

D1: germany osm 11.5 12.4 5.7
D2: asia osm 12.0 12.7 6.0
D3: hugetrace-00010 12.1 18.1 6.3
D4: road central 14.1 16.9 6.7
D5: hugetrace-00020 16.0 24.0 8.5
D6: nlpkkt200 16.2 216.0 26.9
D7: rgg n 2 24 s0 16.8 132.6 15.4
D8: delaunay n24 16.8 50.3 10.7
D9: hugebubbles-00000 18.3 27.5 9.7
D10: hugebubbles-00010 19.5 29.2 10.4
D11: hugebubbles-00020 21.2 31.8 11.4
D12: road usa 23.9 28.9 11.7
D13: nlpkkt240 28.0 373.2 49.4
D14: europe osm 50.9 54.1 27.6

LAW

Name |V | |E| Time / Source

L1: uk-2002 18.5 292.2 7.9
L2: arabic-2005 22.7 631.2 13.6
L3: uk-2005 39.5 921.3 19.5

L4: it-2004 41.3 1135.7 29.8
L5: sk-2005 50.6 1930.3 43.6
L6: webbase-2001 118.1 992.8 36.7

TABLE I
INPUT GRAPHS. VERTEX AND EDGE COUNTS IN MILLIONS. BASELINE

SERIAL TIME PER SOURCE VERTEX PROVIDED IN SECONDS.

LAW: The Laboratory for Web Algorithmics (LAW) maintains

a data set of large web crawls to research data compression

techniques [26]. These graphs exhibit greater density and

shorter diameters on average relative to the DIMACS graphs.

B. System

We investigate our design in the context of a modern multi-

core system. This system is multi-socket and uses four 8-

core Intel Xeon E7-8837 processors (Westmere-EX micro-

architecture) and supports 32 concurrent threads. Each pro-

cessor runs at 2.6 GHz, has a power envelope of 130 W, and

is directly connected to the other three sockets via 3.2 GHz

QPI links. Each core has 256 KB private L2 cache and

shares a 24 MB NUMA L3 cache. The entire system has

512 GB of DRAM and aggregate memory bandwidth was

observed to be 94.5 GB/s with the STREAM benchmark [27].

We use Intel’s icc compiler, version 11.1, and apply -fast

optimizations. Intel’s OpenMP library 5.0 is used, thread

affinity is set via KMP AFFINITY=compact, and we set

KMP LIBRARY=throughput. In all cases, thread scheduling

is set to OMP SCHEDULE=dynamic,16 which was experi-

mentally found to be good on average across the input set.

C. Measurements

In our analysis, we measure execution time, energy con-

sumption, and cache hit rates. Execution time is collected by

instrumenting the main computational phase of BC (removing

input load time). We measure total power draw between the

wall and power supply, which is sampled once per second.

We monitor cache events with PAPI [28] version 4.4.0. Time,

energy, and cache events are measured on independent runs to

minimize any instrumentation impact.
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Speedup relative to Serial Baseline, TBC(1)/Topt(p)
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Fig. 5. Observed speedup relative to the serial BC baseline. Adaptive Data Layout (ADL) provides a majority of performance gains within socket (8 cores),
but once multiple sockets are used, the NUMA effect limits performance. In this regime, the NUMA-aware work queues (NWQ) are responsible for most of
the performance gains.

V. RESULTS

We conduct our experiments on three BC variants and

assume all inputs are provided with a random ordering. We

observe the baseline version (BC), baseline with adaptive data

layout (ADL), and NUMA-aware work queues in addition to

data re-layout (ADL+NWQ). Using the affinity-queue imple-

mentation without adaptive data layout performed only 5%

faster than the baseline on average, and we omit these results

in interest of space.
Each configuration is run from serial to the maximum sup-

ported thread count, and all speedup measurements are relative

to the serial baseline (BC at 1 thread). Aggregate results report

the geometric mean. ADL reordering times are not included in

the main results, as this cost would be amortized in practice.

We examine reordering overhead separately in Section V-C.
Formally, we define speedup relative to the serial baseline.

Topt(p) is the execution time with p cores, and opt is either

BC, ADL, or ADL+NWQ.

Speedup(opt, p) =
TBC(1)

Topt(p)

Power and energy consumption is measured, and we report

the amount of energy saved relative to the baseline at the

equivalent core count, EBC(p).

Energy Reduction(opt, p) =
EBC(p)− Eopt(p)

EBC(p)

All runs select 50 random sources per graph to sample BC

measurements, and the same 50 sources are used per graph

for reproducibility across the experiments.
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Fig. 6. Mean speedup versus TBC(1). Near linear scaling is observed for
the baseline up to 8 cores, but speedup slows in the multi-socket regime.
ADL yields large gains up to 8 cores, and NWQ adds only marginal benefit.
However, NUMA effects limit ADL scaling and NWQ proves highly valuable
as the core count increases.

A. Performance: Speedup and Scalability

We designed the NUMA-aware thread scheduler under the

expectation that memory effects will only become more crucial

as concurrency increases. As such, we first study the exper-

imental data looking at the 8 and 32 thread runs. 8 threads

saturate the cores on a single socket, and all four sockets

are utilized at 32 threads. During multi-socket runs, caches

and DRAM may be separated by QPI links, which dwarfs the

distance scales within each chip. We expect the significance

of NUMA issues to increase under these conditions.
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Fig. 7. Energy reduction observed relative to EBC(32). Many graphs exhibit a 50% or more reduction in energy consumed with the NUMA-aware work
queues. A large portion of these gains comes from static energy saved by decreased execution times.

Figure 5 presents these speedup for each input at 8 and

32 threads. Graph inputs are sorted by increasing |V |, with
the DIMACS graphs grouped together followed by the LAW

graphs. At 8 threads, the data confirms that performance is

affected by data layout, as our ADL reordering produces

significant benefit. Our largest graph, webbase-2001 (L6),

observes a speedup of 18.6x with ADL over the baseline

serial code, while the baseline implementation achieves only

6.5x speedup. The NUMA-aware optimization (ADL+NWQ)

provides only a modest improvement over ADL at 21.5x.

The performance behavior changes when all sockets and

cores are enabled at 32 threads. For webbase-2001, baseline

speedup is only 17.5x, while ADL manages to push speedup

up to 20.0x. Here, we find that the NUMA-aware workload

optimization is more valuable and speedup is 51.9x. In fact,

the NUMA-aware optimization significantly enhances perfor-

mance for most inputs under these conditions. asia osm (D2)

is the only one to show a performance loss. This graph has

relatively small fronts and therefore low available parallelism.

Excluding asia osm, ADL+NWQ execution time is 51.2% less

than BC on average.

Figure 6 presents aggregate results across all thread counts,

and the trends become clear and convincing. At small core

counts, ADL reorganizes the graph in a cache friendly man-

ner, and large speedups are observed. Multiple sockets are

used above 8 threads, and NUMA latency appears to limit

performance for the baseline. The ADL variant suffers as

well, and any gains are nearly surrendered at 32 threads. A

driving motivation behind this work is the increased memory

contention observed under high parallelism, and we suspect

this to be the root cause poor scalability in spite of data

layout optimization. Employing our NUMA-aware scheduler

maintains the locality created by ADL, and we see the effects

on performance as NUMA distances increase. At 32 threads,

ADL+NWQ is 2.04x faster than BC on average.

These trends predict continued scalability challenges for ir-

regular applications. Dynamic and locality preserving schedul-

ing is shown to be an effective technique to mitigate these

challenges and will be highly relevant in the many-core era.
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Fig. 8. Peak power observed across all graph inputs at 32 threads. Baseline
BC code draws the most power, which is evidence that the memory hierarchy
is doing more work for the same computation.

B. Power and Energy Consumption

We now consider the potential energy savings of our

dynamic optimizations. There are two possible sources of

energy reduction, i.e., static power and dynamic power. Static

power is the baseline energy the system consumes when idle.

Reducing application run-time directly reduces static power

consumed. Dynamic power is the increase in power consumed

above the static baseline and results from all actions that

occur towards fulfilling application instructions. Among many

others, arithmetic and logic units, super-scalar structures that

re-order instructions, and cache accesses contribute to dynamic

power. This may reduce if the system runs more efficiently,

e.g., fewer caches levels traversed per memory operation, less

instruction reordering if throughput remains high, or fewer

pipeline flushes if branch instructions are more predictable. In

our system, 662 Watts of static power is consumed, which is

roughly 2⁄3 of total power when the system is at full load.

First, we examine total energy consumed for each input

(the integral of static and dynamic power over time). Figure 7

presents the energy savings of ADL and ADL+NWQ relative

to BC at 32 threads. These gains are generally correlated

to observed speedup measurements, as static energy saved

is a large fraction of total energy. Savings are large, except

for asia osm (ADL is -34.8%, not shown), which exhibited

decreasing performance above 8 threads. Our largest graph,
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Fig. 9. Mean dynamic energy consumed per vertex across all 20 graphs.
Energy naturally increases as more cores are employed, but the NUMA-aware
work queues require significantly less energy at all concurrency levels.
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Fig. 10. Mean total energy consumed (dynamic + static) per vertex across
all 20 graphs. Total energy decreases as a result of static energy saved.
Without the NUMA-aware work queue, the ADL variant fails to achieve any
gains above 8 threads. NWQ maintains energy reductions for the multi-socket
configurations.

webbase-2001 (L6), shows energy reduction of 66.4% with

ADL+NWQ over BC at 32 threads. This is largely a result

of execution time being reduced from 105 seconds to 35.4

seconds. The mean savings (excluding asia osm) is 17.9%

for ADL and 52.4% for ADL+NWQ. These data show how

important NUMA-aware optimizations are for large multi-core

machines. It is possible to cut the energy budget in half through

topology-aware task management.

We independently investigate dynamic power to measure

the relative amount of resources each code requires. Figure 8

presents the peak power observed for each configuration at

32 threads. These box-plots show the four quartiles and any

outliers across all 20 inputs. The baseline code draws the

most power, which we suspect is due to the energy costs

associated with frequent cache misses and coherence traffic.

ADL+NWQ draws more power than ADL, and we do not

have a straightforward explanation of this phenomenon. It may
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Fig. 11. Observed time to enable ADL relative to the cost of one BFS at
32 cores. For all graphs, the cost of ADL is only a few BFS traversals. This
cost is easily amortized over the many sources analyzed in practice.

be that greater instruction level parallelism (ILP) is extracted

due to fewer memory stalls, or less idleness occurs as threads

acquire tasks from local NUMA work queues rather than a

single global queue.

For the moment, we disregard static power and consider

dynamic energy (the integral of dynamic power over time)

as the measure of energy required to run the application.

Figure 9 presents the mean energy consumed per graph when

we normalize each observation by |V |. We consider this as a

measure of energy per unit work. |V | was chosen (opposed

to |E| or |V |+ |E|) as a normalization factor since it is most

highly correlated with the baseline execution time. Energy per

unit work increases as more cores are added. This is expected,

as parallel overheads consume energy. The baseline code is the

biggest energy consumer, and the ADL variant quickly rises

in energy above 8 threads. We interpret this as an indication

of costly inter-processor communication and cache coherence.

By adding the NUMA-aware work queues, we observe a much

better trend line.

We again consider total energy consumed and view the

scalability trends in Figure 10. The general trend is decreased

energy per unit work as core count increases, which reflects

static power savings as run time decreases. ADL deviates

from the trend above 8 cores, and we see mean energy rise.

Execution time does not decrease fast enough to offset rises

in dynamic energy consumption. The energy performance is

best under ADL+NWQ, which agrees with all of our previous

results. Improved performance scalability and slow growth in

dynamic energy translates into net energy savings. We have

shown that these optimizations enable greater levels of power

and performance efficiency, and can effectively decrease the

workload costs.

C. Amortizing ADL Cost

Before examining detailed memory behavior, we verify that

the cost of reorganizing data layout is justified by the observed

performance gains. Betweenness Centrality requires a BFS

search from every vertex to achieve the greatest precision. To

avoid this cost, a subset of vertices can be used to obtain

estimates. The graphs we consider have well over 10 million
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Fig. 12. Average per-thread working set size using graph uk-2002. In the baseline code, per-thread working sets remain high despite greater concurrency,
while the ideal working set size is |V |/p. After NUMA optimizations, the average working set (i.e. vertices touched per thread) decreases dramatically.
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Fig. 13. Observed per-thread working sets for all inputs. Significantly fewer
vertices are accessed per-thread after NUMA optimizations.

vertices, and the above results considered executions that

sample 50 random vertices. In practice, a much higher portion

of vertices should be used [14]–[16]. Figure 11 shows the cost

of running ADL versus the time of a single BFS search at 32

threads. The mean cost is 2.2x greater than a single BFS,

which is insignificant in terms of the number of BFS searches

required for high accuracy. Consequently, the cost of ADL is

easily amortized over the runtime of BC.

NWQ overheads are contained within the dynamic task

scheduling and included in the previous performance results.

There are no other fixed costs associated with this method.

D. Relating Power and Performance to NUMA Behavior

We now analyze the results at a detailed algorithmic and ar-

chitectural level to help explain the observed gains seen above.

We previously argued that per-thread working set growth

can impede performance at scale and that our NUMA-aware

strategies can mitigate this. We expect this to manifest itself

as improved cache performance and analyze both algorithmic

and hardware features below.

Over the course of execution, each thread touches a portion

of the graph. Edges found that connect the frontier induce

vertex writes, while back edges only incur reads. The working

set of each thread is the average number of vertices touched per

BFS, and under ideal circumstances, the per-thread working
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Fig. 14. Mean cache hit rates at 32 cores across all inputs. For each cache
level, hit rates improve by successively adding ADL and NWQ optimizations.
TLB and L3 hits rise considerably, which have significant performance impact.

set would be |V |/p, where p is the number of threads.

Growth above this level results from working set overlap

induced by the graph’s connectivity but is exacerbated by

poor thread assignment. We instrument our code to log the

vertices that each thread processes while analyzing the web-

crawl uk-2002. Figure 12 presents this data for the baseline

code and ADL+NWQ as the thread count varies. As expected,

per-thread working sets decrease, but the slow rate implies

high working set overlap. After NUMA optimizations, each

thread accesses significantly fewer unique vertices. This raises

expectations of greater cache performance. In Figure 13, we

show per-thread working set size for all inputs running 32

threads. We see that the same trend holds.

Cache performance is the physical manifestation of the

memory behavior just discussed. On our processors, we col-

lect L1, L2, L3, and TLB data via PAPI counters [28].

Additionally, cache hits found in remote L2 caches (on the

same socket, but owned by another core) are also recorded.

Figure 14 presents average cache performance when running

32 cores. Average performance improves across all cache

levels as we employ our optimizations. Most notably, L3 and

TLB hit rates significantly increase. Misses in either of these

components create large memory latencies, as DRAM accesses

are incurred. The remote L2 behavior is quite interesting, as

it responds significantly to our NUMA optimization. When
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the local L1, L2 or shared L3 cache fail to satisfy a memory

request, there is increased probability that the data is in another

L2 cache on the same socket. This is clear evidence that

the NUMA-aware task affinity increases the sharing between

neighboring threads. Higher L3 hit rates also point to the

same conclusion. Neighboring threads share more data, which

reduces the per socket footprint. Accordingly, shared L3 cache

space is used more efficiently and performance improves.

VI. RELATED WORK

This work was made possible by the research of Madduri

et al. [13], and their development of a lock-free Betweenness

Centrality algorithm. Their design removed many communica-

tion bottlenecks, without which NUMA effects would not be

of significance. Numerous other works have led to the current

state-of-the-art in BC calculations [4], [5], [14]–[16].

NUMA issues have been studied in depth [9] and related

optimizations are effective in many application domains such

as dense linear algebra [29]. Despite this, NUMA is primarily

the concern of operating systems (OS) through virtual memory

techniques [11], [12], [30], [31]. Our level of integration be-

tween NUMA-aware features and the application goes further

than an OS technique can provide.

Work stealing approaches are summarized well by Neill and

Weirman [24], where they consider multiple polices for idle

threads. In addition to stealing work at random or from threads

with highest load, they discuss affinity-based approaches.

Their approach requires models of cache affinity per task

and is appropriate for coarse-grain task-based algorithm. Acar

et al. also present locality aware techniques for workload

stealing, but their implementation is also designed for task-

based parallelism [32]. Betweenness Centrality exploits much

finer grain parallelism, and to our knowledge, we are the first

to incorporate affinity-aware scheduling in this domain.

Additionally, Min et al. study work affinity-aware work

stealing approaches for distributed and shared memory sys-

tems [33]. Their shared memory design is most similar to ours,

as threads traverse locality domains. Their evaluation only

uses 8 threads and compares against heavier weight OpenMP

tasking features.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have developed and evaluated novel

NUMA-aware optimizations for a large irregular application,

Betweenness Centrality. First, we defined an Adaptive Data

Layout (ADL) that observes parallel memory access behavior

and dynamically reorders the graph to improve data locality.

Independently, we introduced a NUMA-aware task scheduler

that encourages better task to thread assignment, while con-

sidering the NUMA distances between threads.

In summary, we have shown though extensive evaluation

on a modern multi-core system that power and performance

scales well in the optimized code. We observe mean speedup

of 2.04× versus the baseline code at 32 threads, or a mean

reduction in run-time by 51.2%. Mean energy was reduced by

52.4% at 32 threads.
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